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it's amazing how many fantastic singles ive met from onf who just like what they see.
many men have written me, telling me how nice i am and how much they enjoy me. i

must say i enjoy them just as much! it could be true, but youd have to meet me in person
to see how i feel about myself. i know, ive met my share of women that have viewed my
web page before contacting me. ive found most of them to be nice, but then again you
never know. to those who werent all nice, well, itll happen again because im as good at
what i do as i am in person. keep in mind that there are so many bi personals, you will

have to use your patience and really zero in on the type of person you would like to meet.
there are many bi people in the community looking for some anonymous fun. you can go

to our forums or browse through the many thousands of profiles here at onf. but
remember, onf is not a dating service. its a place for chatting with others who enjoy being

themselves. our online bisexual community is for dating and friendship only, we have
very strict moderation in place. searching for a like-minded person is one thing, but

interacting with them or asking for dates is completely different. now that you have the
basics, you can now search for singles who may not have come to the conclusion that

they are bisexual, but have some bisexual tendencies. having a bisexual personality can
make you feel happy and beautiful. you can live your life as a bisexual, and you can be

happy with yourself. youre bisexual because youre a person. you are not bisexual
because your parents tell you to be bisexual, or your friends tell you to be bisexual.
believe me, it can be very hard, for example, to find a nice person with a bisexual

personality. if you know what your special thing is, that you enjoy, then finding a lovely
person with that special interest is much easier. that special thing might be a relationship
with a woman, or a partner, or something else completely different. it doesnt matter what

your special thing is, as long as it has a great person who has it.
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